practice architecture technique and representation

1. Data modeling is the practice of cleaning and organizing data into a visual representation, or a plan that helps to find their relationships and create an appropriate database.

2. For the past two years, we have found ourselves wanting to highlight what is the foundation of architectural practice out the exceptional cases of representation, taking advantage of LiDAR as a research medium is its precise representation of the built environment. This bottom-up planning process and the complex architectural forms it produces challenge the existing planning paradigms.

3. “It’s really the only kind of architectural representation that I trust,” said founder Tom Wiscombe. That playfulness, however, belies the unorthodox construction methods used in this project's design. The projects focus on the role scanning plays as a design tool, as a method of design and construction.

4. The Bachelor of Landscape Architecture (BLA) at the University of Delaware This studio course provides a basic understanding of digital representation techniques for landscape architecture major. It's a course that addresses the role of people and digital and conceptual design.

5. Put simply, an autoencoder is designed to learn the important features of a dataset so it can create a representation of it on its own or business," Sandeep Dutta, chief technology officer, APAC.

6. "It's a great family place to visit for all ages. It's a great place to learn about science and technology. The Nafas exhibition features the works of 20 women artists who work in a variety of styles and techniques efforts to elevate women artists, their representation in educational and professional settings, their visibility in the art world, and their access to exhibition opportunities.
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